
A friend wakes me up in the middle of the night and takes me outside. All our friends are there looking at the apartment of a girl who just ran away with a guy. As we keep it in the crowd I recognize the map of an American city printed on a kid's t-shirt. I then show his mom where I used to live.

I am at my uncle's place and have something to eat on the sofa. Another guy is also eating but makes a mass with jelly on the table. He then leaves and my uncle gets really angry with me about it. I then tell him to give me some time and I will clean that up and all the living room.

My son and I go to the birthday party of our American neighbour. I approach him and congratulate him but he tells me that his birthday was two days ago. I then tell my kid to bring him the plastic bowls we bought for him and he finally gets really happy and even kiss him.

I am waiting for a tram to go to a city on the other side of the border. I am actually confused with the number I should take and ask a guy who tells me that my tram just passed. I then run really fast after it and make it to the next stop but miss it. There is fruit for sale there and I get a peach.

A woman is having coffee with my aunt and suddenly decides to leave. My aunt reminds her that she actually has to pay for her coffee and the woman takes out a big coin. She then calls for the waiter but actually orders some ice cream for her and for my aunt.

I am in the kitchen with my stepfather doing the dishes. I ask him if I can do them instead but he wants to continue alone. There is actually a very long line of dirty pots that he still has to wash and I understand that he wants to give me a break from all my work.

I am replaying a film of my father on a video camera. As he slowly approaches a tree I also slowly replay but then he gets on a car and everything goes really fast. A voice on the radio tells him to go straight and he makes it through several skeletons and down a precipice with trucks coming up.

I am at my old office meeting with my boss and the team who has just constructed a prototype using an old little car. As he tries to convince them to go for a hike in the fall I leave. On the way out I meet a very tall guest professor who offers me a year job in a small city in Scotland. 

I am in a garage helping a couple to arrange some mattresses to bring to a party. There is a small one full with rat shit and we decide to take the clean one from a double bed. It is bigger but it is actually much thinner and we can fold it to fit it in their small car. 

I am in an art gallery and find that my curator friend has been sealed inside a big aquarium. I congratulate him and get ready to leave but he is also leaving. We are actually taking a course together and he shows a girl that he already bought the big book that our professor used for a lecture.

I am rewinding on my phone a video I took and show to my cousin a friend doing push ups in the city. I then show it to my stepfather but get worry that I will show him how wasted we got. I actually rewind to a scene in the park with allot of trash around but a tidy arrangement of our picnic.   

I hear the noises of motorcycles outside and go to the window. There are two big guys getting off their choppers pointing guns at each other. One actually continues to the other side of the street and shoots open the door of a Chinese guy.  I then understand that is coming to get money from us.

I get in a shoe shop with my wife and ask the shop assistant to show us a pair of sneakers. He then gets the box down but find them damaged inside. As he apologizes I actually see a pair of silver sandals that I like. They look to small but he tries them on me and they fit perfectly.

I am seating in the kitchen table and find a cinnamon roll left in the package. I start eating it even if I am not so hungry and find a message from an Italian woman. She writes how much she misses me and I get moved but then remember how much I disliked her.

We are preparing a show in our apartment. I test a video on a small TV but then realize that I can show it on a bigger TV. I actually use it to play a video of a knee surgery but find that there is an animation of a planet. There are still my dirty clothes on the floor and I trow them in the corner.  

I am walking home to my parents' old place in the countryside and feel very strong after eating grind meat. I then start walking really fast and I am about to pass a couple when the guy grabs my arm. He is an old friend who was just at the movie theater watching a film that I have in my bag.

I am home at my aunt's place with my son going around. There is actually a ladder up my cousins room and I tell him to go up. I then see a window on the roof and realize that we are on the peak of a mountain. My aunt shows me that the peak is where the chimney comes out.

I get off my work with a colleague who takes a big horse home. My little horse is gone and I am about to walk back but then see that people are coming back to the stable with the horses. I ask for one that is similar to mine but the man working there doesn't know me and I tell him who I know.

I call my old professor to say farewell to him before my departure. He was actually giving me some private lessons which I never attend and I informally ask him if there is anything left to pay. He makes some calculations and then tells me a huge amount which I really don't know if I can afford.

I am reading a very boring book of a painter telling about his life. I then come to a chapter where part of the text is highlighted in black. He tells about a more famous artist who died very young. On the top there is even a small painting of a pool at night with a sculpture of him lighted up.

I get to a big supermarket with my wife and my mother-in-law. As we enter I grab four shopping bags and get really impressed that they cost half the amount we pay in our small supermarket. I then tell my wife that we should do allot of grocery but they keep in a section with only furnitures.

I wake up in a beautiful beach up north and walk closer to the shore. I actually find one of my son plastic arrows in the sand and I throw it back up. I then realize that there is a wooden house next to me and the second floor is rented to a beautiful Nordic woman and her kids. 

I am working as a carpenter and help another carpenter to rebuild a wooden house. I am actually only there to pass him the nails and ask our master to let me paint instead. He then tells me to paint with water on a small sign. Another guy is also doing the same and we start chatting.

I am talking to the secretary of a school for my kid. It is actually in an island and I ask her where she suggests us to live. She then shows me on a map a big road where the school bus goes. I then go to another secretary to ask her for an available accommodation but no one is there.

I get to my office that my colleagues have made a big black and white print of my face. It is really beautiful and I realize that it is made with characters of different sizes. I then try to look at it from another angle but the image is no longer readable.

I wake up on top of a rock that a friend sleeping with me has already left. My other friends have slept below us where is much more humid and I go down to them. My best friend is among them and I ask him if we can go to hike a mountain but he proposes to go pick up mushrooms instead.

I am in our living room watching a film with a couple. The screen is very big and takes up the entire wall. I then wonder about it and realize that it is actually a projection. We don't own any projector and remember that it is from another friend who borrowed it to us.

I am with my little son in the countryside when his two little cousins arrive. They are biking and I wonder why he doesn't go play with them. I then realize that he has his own bike and starts spinning around and around on the terrain. There is actually a yellow sand below the circle he is doing.

I am in a bedroom with my cousin and wait to have sex with him. I am actually not horny at all and seat on a chair feeling very tired. I then start writing on a piece of cardboard that he is getting undressed but he also seats with me and we start talking instead.

I get to an important museum where I once had an exhibition. I then realize that my photo panels are still hanging in the old facade. The wall is actually too small and I go in to the receptionist to ask him whether I can install them on another wall where there is a florescent graffiti I also did.

My son and I are on a boat going over an elevated highway. The wind is too strong and the owner zips down the front sail that becomes like a tent. We then get down to a beach with kids capturing crabs and he tells me that he his a good friend of a doctor who is a rival to my stepfather.

I am about to leave a party and find myself to be a little dwarf. There is another dwarf lady there but I don't really want to talk to her. I talk to my best friend instead and arrange to go to school with him the next day. He tells me to be at his place fifteen minutes before eight so that he can sleep.

I am in a bus and go all the way to the back where I find an old colleague. He is not surprise to see me and I keep it staring out of the window when he finally asks me what is the book I am reading. I then tell him that I just started a Russian novel and just finished another that I really liked.

I am taking my parents for an excursion but it starts raining and we go to an hotel. My stepfather goes to the toilette and I see another man dressing like him. Meantime I look at our tourist guide for my father's place but find that is only a magazine. I then propose to spend the night there. 

I open a shop in a school where to buy tickets for a festival that is a about to start. A girl can only attend the first event but I tell her that she must pay for the whole ticket and she leaves. No one else comes and I go downstairs to put a sign showing where to buy the tickets but forget the pen.

I am in an abandon warehouse where a French man is told to go to the station and come back there through a secrete passage. I follow him outside and let him go over a fence while I take a shortcut through a staircase. As I am going up my kid and his friends also run out and I have to stop. 

I am in an ancient villa where an old lady is checking my lower teeth. Everything is fine and she takes me outside saying that she will check my upper teeth another day. I actually have a filling there and she also tells me that I will need to ring her the x rays even of the teeth below.

I am walking with my wife and tell her how I got my new job because of my previous job in an American university. As we keep on discussing I realize that the people walking in front of us are professors from that university. We then start sliding on the slippery floor and pass in front of them.    

I am about to give a lecture in a new topic. I then tell the students to do a portrait of themselves. As I review them a girl presents a picture of a dinosaur that changes into another dinosaur. Another starts reading a children book in Swedish and I impress every one showing that I can also read. 

I am in a bus with my Polish friend and his American girlfriend. I actually see a very tall mountain from my native village and show it to them. We then start descending and I show them a waterfall on the other side but it is too foggy. The driver goes too fast and I yell at him to slow down.

I am walking with my old friends and come to a crossing with different directions to different rivers. We then head to the smallest and start singing an old song. We make a very strong choir but one of us starts walking in the fields singing a love song. I sing along but don't know all the words.  

I am in the car with my stepfather's sister driving in a big highway. She then tells me that she has a tumor growing in her brain and will need to undertake a treatment to flush it in her lungs. I already knew that but start crying and tell her that the only thing left is to endure.

I am seating in an office an sketch down a car while talking to an old client. He is really impressed and wants me to work for him immediately. I then sketch a bigger racing car but have problems to finish it. He also thinks that it doesn't look as good and shows no more interest.

I am in the countryside putting away my catalogues and find that a few are not binded. I then seat on a stone altar to take my last video but my kids are seating on the opposite side. As I take them home one of them starts crying because he also wants a video camera and I slap him in the butt.

I am in a bus going over a big continent and read on a screen that it is one day behind. We are actually approaching a town and I get off to move my legs a bit. There is a rope outside and it makes me go through the line again. I barely make it inside and find that my wife and kid stayed in.

A dragoon has just been expelled by his regiment but manages to get back in the castle. He then starts shooting at the guards and points the gun at the window where the princess lives. He is promptly stopped and left alone in a room with a small dragon.

I walk through the city to bring some pieces of pork to an America colleague. I finally find where he lives and meet him on a tree. He is actually sentenced to death and I suggest him to leave and make it over to Canada. There is only half an hour left but he already thought about it and leaves.

I am reading of an expedition to north of Italy with one of the first planes. The place has been invaded by the Swiss and a guy in uniform gets arrested. We then watch a scene in which another man in uniform plays all the drums of a band standing. The last has a ball that makes a cool sound.

I am biking in the mountains and wait for my sister at a crossing. I think of continuing with her to another mountain but she writes me that they are already there. I then head home and write back to her that the weather is too cloudy and I will wait for them there.

I am at a meeting with a group of Chinese but can't recognize the name of their town. I then tell them the name of a province down south but they explain that it is even further south. I first remember the name on an island and then the actual province. They get really impressed. 

I am walking on a beach with an old friend and some Asian girls. The cutest starts walking ahead and I run to reach her. I actually come to a crowded place where the waves makes me all wet. I can't find her and end up in a disco where my cousins are. I hug a girl with them and make her wet.

I am in the apartment when my uncle comes in and offers me a job in Russia. The pay is really good but my wife leaves like she was upset. He will also pay for my training and I seat down with him on the sofa to watch TV. He then tells me of a standard bike that he just bought for my cousin. 

I am driving with my mother on an old station wagon to an America airport. She tells me to turn but I keep driving on an old highway down a tunnel and tell her to trust me. We are actually going really fast and I cannot see the other cars. All the lights are off and it is too dark.

I am in a museum mounting the big wheels of an old bicycle I am exhibiting. As I try to get a rusted screw on the opposite side I pass with my hand through the rays and make a guitar sound. Meantime a lady tells me that she is the wife of a famous collector and will talk to him about me.

I am in line for food and a girl standing behind me asks me what I think about an old English band. She compares it with a new American band but I tell her that every time I listen to the old band there is something new. She then seats on the opposite side and tells me that I should be a critic. 

I am in a church with a choir listening to the priest who wants us to sing opera. He doesn't know which and I start to sing one using the names of the other singers. He is really impressed but then another priest comes and takes a girl on the side. She has lied about him and tries to hug him. 

I get in the hotel room I am sharing with two young Americans. They are about to go out and I ask if I can join them. One of them gets really upset and starts shooting arrows on the ceiling. I don't feel intimidated but decide anyway to leave them the room and go to sleep outside.

I am driving out at night and start following the cops not to be followed by them. They suddenly turn and I keep on straight through an old boulevard in the dark countryside. I see that it is getting light in the horizon and recognize the beautiful shapes of a big mountain chain.

I am in my parents' mountain cottage and keep it in the bathroom in front of the big mirror. My testicles itch and I read the back of a lotion that I got from a doctor. It says that I have a common virus that people gets moving north and it is commonly found in ponds.

I am in my native town and take my grandfather to a pastry shop. The owner is his old friend but goes out in a rush without recognizing him. He then tells his wife at the counter that he could hear his husband's heart beating like a machine and I realize that he is dressing like a Latin woman.

I get in my old and small bedroom that is dark already. There are actually some small presents on my desk but I find that someone has already open them. One on the shelf is an expensive lotion and I grab it but find that it is a white perfume.  I then realize that they must be from my aunt.

I am in my parents big living room all by myself and start over hearing them. They are around my sister who just got a baby. She is laying on her belly and a little kitty also wants to get on. They start to discuss whether to let him or not and decide that it is okay.

I see the earth spinning and all the center turned into a big desert. I likely find myself up north where it is all green and nice. I then start marching to my parents-in-law house and see a little modern house recently renovated like an old one. I then realize that an old man lives all alone inside.

I get out of a lake after a long swim and I am about to leave when I see that my wife is also there in the water. I then tell her how fast I can swim a lap all around. It is really my fastest lap but she cannot believe me and we start to yell at each other.

I am at a very cheap hairdresser getting my hairs cut by a very nice brunette. Her boss doesn't like how she cut my hair but I am okay with it and want to give her a tip. As she tells me that it is not necessary I finally look myself in the mirror and see that I now look like a Chinese.         

I am biking with an older lady on the hills and tell her we are in the south. We are actually north and get really steep. A car passes really close to us and the lady jumps on the side on top of some pillows of different colors. I then show her that I have a package with the same rainbow colors.

I read a book about a guy who gets a fine by a court. We are actually in an old wagon and another guy covered in bandages comes in giving a string with a cross to my kid. He then seats in the front rows even though he will be sentenced to death.

I am driving with some friends in the highway and turn in a gas station. It is actually an hotel and a maid comes out to sweep our car. I don't want to give him a tip and drive away but find no bridge to take me back to the other side of the highway and still have my friends in the hotel.

I am watching  a presentation of different models of a nice  Italian car brand making red cars. The first ones are rather cheap and I really like them but not so much the last ones. They are too expensive and I can't recognize the style but then realize that they are from an America brand.

I am walking inside an hospital where I am doing an internship and see allot of newly born babies being washed by the nurses. I then walk out again with a friend and he falls down the staircase. He pretends to be dead but then stands up again and I go to the toilette to wash my hands.  

I am an ancient villa with an old friend and a girl. We start descending to the garden and I push away a monk who is on my way. He is actually a really important person and we start to run very fast down. I gain allot of speed but manage to stop at the very end of the garden without slipping.

I am attending a performance of many drum players standing in line. I try to get my camera out but make to much noise and wait until they start. They are improvising with a guy recording the first beats and replaying them with a stereo on a shoulder. I take a video but they are too close.

I watch a video of a performer standing with an hard on out of a church while people gets out. The priest then has a speech against him but the performer starts waving a large stick at him. He pretends to attack him but the priest throws the stick away and they find that it is a holy grave stone.

I am riding a small motorcycle that I had when I was young. I go up a mountain and find it really powerful. I then drive back thinking to take it home but meet another guy on a motorcycle going the other way. I can hear from his engine that it is way much more powerful than mine.

I meet an artist and tell him of my project picking found objects. He also picks them and invites me to his studio. On the way out we meet another artist doing the same project but he doesn't have time and we continue alone. The entrance of his studio is really dirty but the inside is very nice.

I am in a bedroom looking for some rolled receipts worth allot of dollars. I can't find them and move to the living room to look for them but my grandmother is there and asks for some money I own her. I am sure I gave them back to her but when I go look outside I find them in my jacket.

I am walking in the city that is getting late and my phone rings. I answer and hear someone saying that it is my uncle. I can't recognize the voice but then understand that it is my natural father's brother. He asks me about my dislocated shoulder and I wonder how he knows so many things.

We are with our Polish friend driving a car through Russia. I realize that is going back to Europe and tell him to turn around. He then starts asking my wife for directions but she tells him to go to China. I then take over the map and show him a road that goes straight down to Israel.

I am waiting on an underground platform for the metro when a fat man lay on the floor and starts bouncing. A fat woman pulls her short up and lays herself on his belly to show how she can ride him. Another fat woman is also going to try but she is really too heavy and might stop them.

I am about to give a presentation but the moderator cannot zoom in my slide. I then do it myself but get to close and have to zoom out. It is actually a mosaic of small pictures and I manage to show one where my students are attending a traditional midsummer celebration.

I friend show me a picture of my sister seating in our parents' old basement reading a magazine. She is actually wearing a tight black shirt I use to have when I had allot of muscles. I point to my friend how her belly is really sticking out but I soon remember that she just got a baby.

I am going around a big warehouse and find some thin mattresses for sale on a shelf. There is also another kind made of straws that I can put under the bed sheet to strengthen my back. I actually heard a friend who wasn't satisfied with it but I want to try it anyway.

I am waiting outside a metro station for a friend who doesn't show up. Another friend has already left and I am also about to but then see that he is seating on a bench. We walk towards each other and I immediately congratulate him for his new child but then see how warn out his face looks.   

I hear from my friends that my cousin had an affair with an American artist during a party I gave at my place. The latter is actually married already but doesn't want to see him anymore. She actually got back to her husband and they decided to move out of their place by flying off the window.

I have to travel from the East to the West of North America in only one day. I then look at a map and decide to take a highway up north on the way there. I really want to visit the south on the way back and find a way through a state but don't know if there are canyons to see there. 

I am with some old family friends rollerblading but go too fast and have to wait for them. The road is actually quite steep and the second time I wait for them is at the bottom. They actually come biking and proceed down the slope off the road. I then wonder how to do it with my rollerblades.

I am in a metro station underground and meet my sister who is just back from an excursion. We then decide to do one together and go fetch our bike in the storage room. We get in and realize that they are parked right next to each other but my sister's bike is much more modern.

I meet a couple out on the sidewalk and stop to chat with them. The man asks me if I ever heard about a cocktail with a special flour. I never had it and he mixes it in a little glass for me but without flour. I drink it and go home feeling most high. I then decide to go to sleep even if it is still early.

I am home preparing for a presentation and take pictures of my projects even if I have them from before. I then play my videos on the big TV and prepare to take a picture even if there is allot of mass around. It actually shows a modern Chinese city and the mass is a nice contrast.

I am in my parents' old basement and decide to call my old director. I then look up for his number on my mobile and dial it on an old phone. It is actually my wife who answers and I apologize. I check again my mobile and find that my old director has a much more complicated number. 

My Greek friend is in my apartment and I ask him if he likes my tiles. He then tells me that he had to use a special knife to unpack them and still needs the names of my collaborators if we think of writing a paper. I then tell him that we could publish it in a conference but he is not convinced.

It is really warm out and we are on a metro going to the beach. The doors open and my wife and kid suddenly gets off to another metro. I am left in and get off at the first station to also get that connection. I see the train arriving but there is an accident and wait for a pick up to replace it.

I am in front of the TV discussing with my old colleagues about our American professor. One of them tells us that the janitor used to come by his office and alway make jokes with him. She then tells us that now that he has lost his professorship the janitor doesn't do that anymore. 

I am walking up a small valley across a nice forest and see my English supervisor seating on the top. I then go to greet him and he shows me on his computer three works he has selected for an exhibition. The graphic is really nice and I congratulate him even though the works are really boring.

I am in a big field playing soccer against a girl but then seat upstairs and pull my tongue at her. She then comes up to have coffee with her sister and I start drawing them. They are beautiful but their faces are too hairy. As they leave her father comes looking for them but they can't be found.

Three young people are hiding in a police car while two officers are looking for them. A girl hits the window with her heal and they catch them. A guy then starts driving very fast in a bike path avoiding all the metal obstacles. He could wait that they loose track of them but continues like crazy. 

I am at a station and meet my old Chinese boss who gives me my luggage. I thank him but he leaves and I start looking inside. There are some wooden swords and I give them to some Arabs kid. There is even a nice bread loaf among all the clothes but my wife opens it and find that it is rotten.

I am in my old American office when my colleague submits a questionnaire to the owner of a pharmaceutical company. I then look him up on my social network account and show it to him. I then realize that the profile picture of my other colleague was hidden. He is in front of a canyon at dusk.

I am walking with my kid and pick a pink ticket from a sidewalk. It is still valid but I rip it off and just keep the main part. We then get in a square where other kids are playing street hokey. My kid has a golf bat to play but I take him to a public toilette to convince him to go to school.

My family and I are in a bar having something to eat. I actually have a sandwich with allot of fries inside and got them for really cheap. My son was going to have a soda but it was too expensive and got a freshly squeezed orange juice instead for much less money.


